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The recruitment of new union members is a year-round effort.

The material in this guide is intended to focus on a particular aspect of that year-round effort: the “back-to-school” season, the heart of which is new hire recruitment.

New hire recruitment is often centered around a fall “New Employee Orientation,” or “NEO,” and this guide will reflect that reality. However, attention must be paid to ongoing efforts made after the NEO to connect with new hires, as well as the reality that many employers experience substantial hiring throughout the year and may have many “NEOs”--even monthly.

A review of NEA data nationwide reveals that new hire recruitment numbers are a leading indicator of the health of a Local Association. This correlation between new hire recruitment figures and organizational health can be summarized as follows:

There is reason to be hopeful. The information contained in this guide reflects the learnings from our own Local Associations in Oregon and the best practices learned from education unions around the nation. Furthermore, the incoming generation of educators bring with them the highest levels of pro-labor sentiment of any generation in decades.

The incoming generation of educators bring with them the highest levels of pro-labor sentiment of any generation in decades.
2a. Membership Committee

Year-round membership recruitment of new hires is too important to your Local Association’s health to be an afterthought. Each Local Association should assemble a dedicated Membership Committee led by a Membership Chair who ideally liaises with their Executive Board. The Membership Committee will function best if it meets monthly to review new hire and potential member trends for each worksite. The Committee also serves as a point of contact for the Statewide Organizer (an OEA staff person) to provide support for membership recruitment efforts.

If you do not have a Membership Committee it is recommended that your Executive Board fill that gap by developing and maintaining a year-round membership plan. The Executive Board should also review membership data on a monthly basis to keep the plan on track.

The work of recruiting new members is truly continuous. Beginning in December of each year, members may begin announcing their intent to retire. The committee should review School Board minutes each month and highlight any personnel changes that are announced and/or approved. This information helps create a picture of what positions will be filled in the coming year. It is important to have this picture, because your recruitment efforts are most impactful when you enlist people in similar positions to participate in your New Employee Orientation event.

An additional function of the Membership Committee is to assemble and support a Welcome Team. The Welcome Team can borrow members from the Membership Committee itself, subject to the considerations in the next section. The Membership Committee is a year-round body focused on “steering the ship,” whereas the Welcome Team is the face & voice of the New Employee Orientation.

For example: If the football coach and math teacher of 25 years retires, you can expect the employee to hire either a coach, or a math teacher, or ideally someone who would do both. Therefore you will need to recruit a union friendly athletics coach and a math teacher to be a part of your Welcome Team.
2b. Welcome Team

While membership recruitment of new hires and other potential members is a year-round affair, most Local Associations will need to put significant energy into establishing a strategic team for the fall New Employee Orientation(s). As we now have substantial midyear hiring statewide, members of this Welcome Team can be called upon for each subsequent New Employee Orientation (NEO) throughout the year.

When creating your team to welcome and support new employees, it is important to recruit a team that looks, sounds, and acts like your new employee population (as much as possible). This is a time to elevate Early Career Educators (educators in the first 5 years of the profession), their involvement in your Local Association, and their voices. Be intentional with whom you invite to be a part of your Welcome Team. Ensure that you have representation from every level (e.g., elementary, middle, high school) and specialized population groups or assignments, particularly those who you expect to be hired this cycle (School Psychologists, SLPs, Social Workers, Special Education Facilitators, etc.).

We know that not all union members are interested in advocacy and bargaining. Some members may be interested in welcoming new employees, creating relational connections, and connecting interests to union entry points. Keep this mind as you build your Welcome Team.

Making connections and having relational conversations is vital; data goes hand in hand with that process. Each Local Association needs to create expectations around data entry for each interaction with new hires, including where you store this information and who has access (view or edit) to this information. Your Membership Committee—or the team who has taken on this work—should decide how you will store and update your data for Potential Members (PMs). Do not store contact information in a non-secure place such as a Google Sheet with link access.

**Fields that you should track include:**

- Potential Member Name
- Date of each 1:1 conversation or outreach
- Information shared with the PM
- Information learned about PM’s self-interest
- Result of recruitment conversation
- Hire Date
- Worksite
- Building Rep Committee member assigned to each PM

For ideas, examples, and help with data management or recruitment, please contact your Statewide Organizer (contact information found in the Appendix).
3a. Prep for NEO

Lock in an NEO Date
House Bill 2016 (HB 2016) gives us a right to hold NEO events on paid time with all new hires. We have letter templates to help push employers in setting a date in a timely manner. Your planning will be smoothest if you know this date by the end of the previous school year. For the full text of House Bill 2016 please see the appendix.

Acquire Critical Data
If you have not completed attrition tracking (see Section 2a), then it is critical to meet as a Membership Team in March (after the renewal timeline) to evaluate the personnel announcements that have been made throughout the year. This will help you gain a clearer picture of which job classifications will likely be hired.

You should have access to a refreshed list of all Bargaining Unit Members (people you represent) every 120 days because of the legislation passed in HB 2016. Additionally, you should have access to the list of all newly hired Bargaining Unit Members within 10 days of their hire date. Please contact your Statewide Organizer, UniServ Consultant or UniServ Assistant for help in accessing these lists.

Establish a Day-Of Tracking System for New Hires
This is the time to create a system to gather data on who is in the room at your NEO. There are many moving pieces in the beginning of a new school year which can create poor data until the dust settles a few weeks into the year. This has often meant that we are lacking a clear picture of who our new hires are, whether they’ve joined, what worksite they are in, and what contact we’ve had with them until too late in the fall. You can overcome this common hurdle by collecting accurate and dependable data at the NEO to help guide our immediate follow-up conversations and membership work in the first 30 days on the job.

Some employers have a sign-in sheet for preservice/in-service events. If that is the case, you should create an agreement to share that sign-in sheet after the NEO event. This conversation should also include agreements about fields on such a sheet (name, worksite(s), non-work email, cell, etc.). It is important to have one sign in sheet for the event as attendees will likely not complete a second one. If the employer does not have a sign-in sheet system for these events you need to create your own system for gathering this vital data.

DID YOU KNOW?
The union has a legal right to hold New Employee Orientation events on paid time with all new hires, thanks to HB 2016 (which OEA helped to pass!)
**Visualizing Success**
Here are some questions to help your team plan a successful New Employee Orientation (NEO):

- How many tables will be used to seat participants?
- Do you have enough welcome team members to have one at each of those tables?
- Are Early Career Educators a central part of your Welcome Team?
- Have all members of your Welcome Team been trained or retrained (in the past few months) in relational one-to-one conversations and making a relational membership ask?
- Does your agenda on the day of the NEO event include time for Welcome Team members to practice their relational membership ask and their 30-60 second “story of why,” before engaging with new hires?
- How will you visually delineate those who have joined and those who have not during your NEO event (e.g. stickers)?
- What is your data plan to enter and track the information you learn about each person’s interests during and after the event?
- What is your follow up plan for all New Employees after the event?

Best practice is to seat one Welcome Team member per table. If capacity allows, seat new hires grouped by worksite with a Welcome Team member from the same worksite. Another best practice is to station a few “Question Captains” around the room to support Welcome Team members at tables. These “Question Captains” can include the President, Vice President, and OEA staff who are present and can help with an individual who has deep questions when the rest of their table is ready to move on.

**Create your agenda for the NEO**
Please work with an OEA staff person on your agenda for the day. Some key considerations for an agenda can be found below. It is important to think about what the new hires have already experienced that day and week. Do they need some time to get up and move? How can you keep your presentation engaging? Be intentional about the impression you are creating. This is not a time for a lecture or for war stories that create fear or apprehension.

**Select and modify your preferred handout materials**
OEA as a statewide organization provides materials to Local Associations to assist in new hire recruitment efforts. It is highly recommended to narrow down the materials that you will use on the NEO to only include the most important documents. Our recommendation is to choose one of the four membership stand alone pieces to use at the NEO event. You may also need to make adjustments to certain materials that are provided by OEA, such as filling out the “BRAG” template with content specific to your Local Association or customizing the generic slide deck for Local Association use.

The list of available materials is found in the Appendix.

**Train your Welcome Team members**
Once you have your team assembled and a plan for the NEO you need to train the entire team on:

- How to have a relational one-to-one conversation
- How to effectively share their story of why their union matters to them (30-60 seconds)
- How to make a relational membership ask
- How to fill out the paper membership form correctly

  ➔ Demographics  
  ➔ Both boxes checked  
  ➔ Sign and date

Even if your team has done this 100 times, we all need refreshers before engaging in membership work. All participants should be refreshed and retrained before the event.
3b. Outreach before NEO

We know relationships are vital to strong membership, so our goal is to have “no strangers” at the New Employee Orientation event. In order to achieve this we spend time and energy reaching out to New Employees during the summer months. Some ways to do this are listed below. For a more exhaustive list of ideas, check the resources in the Appendix, below. This list is just a jumping off point. Use your team’s creativity! For help with planning or execution of any of these tactics please contact your Statewide Organizer.

Place Welcome Phone Calls or Texts
New hires receive a welcome phone call within their first few days of being hired from the Local Association President, Local Association officer, Membership Chair, or Building Rep. Sample outlines/scripts for this conversation are available from your Statewide Organizer. This work can be done once a week in the summer using HB 2016 data which will show who has been hired in the past 10 days. Use we/us language when placing these calls. For example, “Hello, I’m (name) I’ve been elected by our peers to serve as our union President...”

Tips and Tours
New Employees are given a tour of their future school or worksite by the Building Representative with tips for success given throughout, followed by some social time like a beverage together. Ideally this would happen before their first day in the worksite, but their first week on the job works too.

Coffee with the President
New Employees are invited to meet the Local Association President (or Membership Committee, or Executive Board) over coffee. This can be split into different events to keep the group to a manageable size. This event can be held in person at a coffee shop, or participants can be emailed coffee cards ahead of time and asked to bring their beverage to a park or virtual gathering depending on the Local Association’s preference.

For help with planning or execution of any of these tactics please contact your Statewide Organizer.

DON’T FORGET!
New Hires should receive a welcome call or text from their union within their first few days of being hired.
All materials shared with New Employees should be high-quality, color printed literature. Please see the Appendix for examples, and contact your Statewide Organizer with any questions or requests. Your Welcome Team should all wear Union T-shirts or be wearing the same color to identify them as a part of the team.

4a. Messaging at New Employee Orientation Events

In your physical event space, ensure you will have access to a projector (or check one out from OEA), computer and screen to share a PowerPoint presentation. Design your event to be welcoming, energetic, include giveaways, create small group conversations at table groups and give folks the union contact information for additional questions. Throughout the event, use “we/us” language, be clear what you stand for, own your power, give reasons to join your winning team (use your BRAG sheet from the previous year for ideas). Please also be sure that you have what you need in order to implement the plan you created for gathering attendee data.

For the content of your presentation, please consider the following messages:

**Our work matters:**
“Our union leads the fight to improve public education in Oregon. Your union membership is a part of strong advocacy to lower class sizes, increase school funding, and improve teaching and learning conditions.”

**We’re stronger together:**
“As individuals, we have a limited impact on decisions that are made in our employers and across Oregon. Coming together as members of a strong union is the best way to have a seat at the table to fight for students and good working conditions.”

**We’ve got your back:**
“You never know when you might need your union to advocate for you. Most educators don’t think they will ever need help from the union - until they are faced with a schedule that does not honor the right for a 30 minute duty-free lunch, or adequate prep time. Our union protects us as professionals.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>INSTEAD OF THIS...</strong></th>
<th><strong>TRY THIS!</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeling apologetic for explicitly asking attendees to join...</td>
<td>Communicate how excited you are for new hires to join us in building the schools students deserve!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downplaying or overlooking recent bargaining victories (or highlights of your salary schedule)...</td>
<td>Brag about your pay &amp; benefits AND the fight to secure them!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relying on large-group or whole-group time to accomplish all of your goals...</td>
<td>Keep whole-group pieces concise and yield to small group decisions!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displaying how dues can be broken down into three “buckets” corresponding with Local/State/National Affiliates...</td>
<td>Discuss total dues, and brag about the power that we have as a union!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apologizing for the cost of dues or over-justifying the amounts...</td>
<td>Frame dues as fuel for the work of their union in building the profession they want to retire from!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having the Local Association President speak the entire time...</td>
<td>Create space in the agenda for a variety of speakers who represent the demographics of the new hires themselves!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturing at the attendees...</td>
<td>Create a dynamic agenda that incorporates movement and participant input!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveying a “union optional” message to attendees...</td>
<td>Convey the norm &amp; expectation of membership!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling new hires the benefits of membership...</td>
<td>Use small groups to ask new hires what is important to them personally, and connect it to union supports and opportunities!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harping on the “bad day supports” that union membership provides, such as a lawyer...</td>
<td>Uplift “every day” supports, such as survival guides for parent-teacher conferences, grow.oregoned.org, and more!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating space for questions from the audience during whole-group portions of the agenda...</td>
<td>Direct attendees to raise questions at their individual tables for a Question Captain to then support!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting from a place of fear and the need for protection...</td>
<td>Encourage new hires to claim ownership of their Local Association and build the union they want to live their career in!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4b. Making the Ask at NEOs

When it comes time to make the membership ask, have a Welcome Team member at each small table pass out paper membership forms. It can be useful to have pre-filled forms for common fields like employer, Local Association and certified or classified. While people are filling out forms their table presenter should be sharing their “story of why” (30-60 seconds), then take any questions. Have the Welcome Team member check to make sure that demographics are filled out, both boxes are checked, the form is signed and dated.

Once the completed form is collected, the Welcome Team member could give them a sticker to indicate they have signed up. These can be printed on name tag sheets with various phrases “I stand with (insert Local Association acronym)” or “I am (insert Local Association acronym)” etc. People with stickers can stop by the union table for their swag.

For additional engagement and accountability ideas please contact your Statewide Organizer.

4c. Sample Agenda

Here is an example of how your team can sequence the day of the NEO:

1. The Welcome Team meets ahead of any new hires being in the room to practice their union stories and direct membership asks with each other to “warm up.”
2. The team helps set up the room. Remember less is more with paper materials on the table. Test your AV equipment ahead of time.
3. Execute your previously created plan for a sign-in sheet at the NEO event.
4. Welcome Team introductions (name, worksite, employee role, union role using “elected by our peers” language).
5. Your presentation which is either a short PowerPoint (OEA branded and available for Local Associations to update and use) or a short oral presentation about what unions do, and why they matter to your new hires. Share information about your Local Association, victories you’ve had recently (particularly related to pay and benefits), and the value you bring to your community.
6. Small group conversations either in worksite groupings or grade level/assignment groupings
   - Small group presenters share their union story (30-60 seconds) and then go right into making the strong and direct membership ask.
   - Research has shown that bragging about recently won salary and benefits increases is one of the MOST appealing arguments to join
   - Help answer questions, help them navigate the form
   - Help folks fill out the paper membership form, check that all appropriate boxes are checked before folks hand in their paper forms
7. Draw for prizes as groups are wrapping up
8. Share union contact information for additional questions
5a. Ongoing Outreach to New Hires

Your NEO is just one contact and follow up contacts are vital to continuing new hire engagement with the union. This is where the work transitions from the Welcome Team to the Membership Committee. Use the data tracking system you created to capture what you learned about your Potential Members to ensure a successful hand-off. Information about their interests, objections, previous experience, and personal story are all relevant pieces to input. Be sure to count the NEO event as a contact in the data tracking spreadsheet and use your sign in sheet as evidence of who was there. Enter the date of the event, if the person attended or not, if they joined and who spoke with them in a small group setting.

Based on this information, adjust the potential members assigned to each Membership Committee member. Then create your follow up calendar if it is not already established. Our goal is to have three union-positive interactions that include a membership ask within the first 30 days of the school year. Align check-in conversations and visits with the interests they have already shared with us. Each interaction is a jumping off point from the previous one, so be sure to update your tracking spreadsheet after each interaction.

5b. Additional NEOs

These events should be scheduled ahead of time (over the summer) for the entire year. You should come to agreement with the employer about the location, time, duration, and other details. Reach an agreement ahead of time with the employer regarding pay for travel time to and from the event (e.g., paid, unpaid, mileage) and that your HB 2016 access rights are honored.

For all NEO events, it may be helpful and strategic to remind new hires that they are being paid for the whole time they are with us.
Membership and New Employee Orientations can be overwhelming and full of details. Remember to keep your interactions people-centered, and your tone celebratory and excited. **The investments you make at the beginning of a person’s career will pay dividends throughout your time together as colleagues and will grow the strength of your Local Association!** We are excited to partner with you on your planning, execution, and follow up for these events. Please reach out to staff and other leaders as we create our best work in collaboration.
Visit [http://bit.ly/NEOstuff](http://bit.ly/NEOstuff) to access a folder of NEO resources including:

- Organizer contact information and territory lists
- Current membership form
- Dues charts for the coming year
- OEA Branded PowerPoint for Local Associations to download and update with their information
- BRAG (Benefits, Resources, Achievements, Goals) sheet sample from OEA perspective; Local Associations are encouraged to use the available template to update their own
- Engagement idea brainstorm
- Data tracking sheet
Thank you for your work in building a stronger OEA.